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Old Mrs. wilson also collapsed, crying and said, “Of course grandma did something wrong in
the past, you can blame grandma, grandma has nothing to say, but I pampered you for so
many years, don’t you know how to be grateful?

You don’t know how to be grateful to me, but what did you say that Charlie has reinvented
you? Don’t you feel discouraged when you talk like this?!”

The angry Wandy blurted out without hesitation: “Of course I don’t feel discouraged! When I
was forced to sign a contract at the etiquette company, my brother-in-law rescued me!”

Wandy said with tears in her eyes, and continued: “Brother-in-law not only saved me, but also
drove away the black-hearted boss and his concubine, and restored the freedom of all the
other sisters who were forced to sign the contract. body!”

“Also, let me tell you the truth. It was my brother-in-law who gave me the etiquette company
to take care of me!

I, Wandy, will be taken care of by my brother-in-law if I can live today! The noble person I am
talking about is him!”

When the old Lady Wilson heard this, her whole body was suddenly shocked, and her eyes
wanted to fall to the ground.

She never dreamed that the noble person Wandy met was actually Charlie!

What’s ridiculous is that she actually thought that Wandy would climb up to a noble person
and Charlie might have a thunderstorm, so she ran over to mock Charlie, but she didn’t expect
that the reason why her family can still eat and drink now is because Charlie took a bite to eat!

At this time, Wandy became more and more excited as she spoke.

To the old Lady Wilson, she said loudly: ” etiquette company can do it so quickly.

It is not because Wandy is capable, but because her brother-in-law has helped me and Don
Albert’s men a long time ago.

I have taken care of it, so the outsiders are now doing everything possible to take care of my
business!”

“Don Albert has so many capable officers and so many various industries. Now as long as
there is a place where a lady of etiquette is needed, he will definitely find me to cooperate!”

“Even in many occasions where the courtesy lady is not needed at all, they have to ask me to
cooperate!”



“Have you ever seen the leader on the road get sick and be hospitalized. Have you asked some
courtesy ladies to help receive the gift registration at the door of the ward?”

“Have you ever seen the big brothers on the road have a meeting and invited dozens of
ceremonial ladies to welcome guests and sign in on the spot?”

“Have you ever seen the brother marrying a daughter-in-law, instead of the restaurant’s own
waiter, but instead spending more than one hundred courtesy ladies to serve the guests on
the spot, pour wine, and pour tea?”

“The reason they did this was all because of the face of brother-in-law, and they tried to help
me!

It is precisely because of this relationship that my business can develop so fast!”

With that said, Wandy pointed at Mrs. wilson and reprimanded: “My brother-in-law gives you,
my dad, and my brother the current food and clothing costs!”

“Even this new dress on your body is the blessing of brother-in-law to be able to wear it!”

“Otherwise, I would have been forced to sign a contract and go to a KTV to be a
accompaniment girl.

How can I have spare money to buy you new clothes?!”

“Maybe you have to go to the supermarket to pull plastic bags to support yourself!”

“Now that you finally have a stable life, you just ran out to be a demon again.

What are you going to do?”

“Are you satisfied if you force me to run away from home and draw a clear line with you
forever?”
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